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Abstract

ca! investigation.It is further stimulated by the prospects
of gravitational wave astronomywhich will turn into an

Severalapplicationsof spectralmethodsto problemsrelated to the relativistic astrophysicsof compactobjects
are presented.Basedon a proper definitionof the analytical propertiesof regular tensorialfunctionswe have developed a spectralmethod in a generalspherical-likecoordinate system. The applicationsinclude the investigationof
sphericallysymmetric neutron star collapseas well as the
solutionof the coupled2D-Einstein-Maxwell equationsfor
magnetized,rapidly rotating neutron stars. In both cases

observational science toward the end of this decade thanks

the resulting codes are efficient and give results typically
severalordersOf magnitudemore accuratethan equivalent
codesbasedon finite differenceschemes.We further report
the current status of a 3D-code aiming at the simulation
of non-axisymmetric neutron star collapsewhere we have
chosen a tensor based numerical

scheme.
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to gravitational wave observatorieslike LIGO, VIRGO and

GEO600that are nowunderconstruction
[4, 5, 6].
We use the (3+1)-formalismof generalrelativity [7]
which consistsin foliating spacetimeinto a sequenceof
space-likehypersurfaces
whichrepresentcurved3-spaceat
a fixed coordinatetime t. The fabric of spacetimeis then

determined
by the 3-metrichij and fouradditionalquantities,the lapsefunctionN and the shift vectorN i which
fix the propagationof the space-likehypersurfacesin time
and the changeof the spatial coordinatesystembetween
adjacenthypersurfaces.This Hamilton type approachto
generalrelativity resultsin a temporal first order evolution
schemefor the dynamicalvariableswhich is completedby
someconstraintequationswhich ensurethe consistencyof

gravitationaland matter fields. FurthermoreN and N i
haveto be determinedby the choiceof appropriategauge
conditionswhich typically lead to elliptic equationsthat
have to be solvedat each time step. For stationary configurations all time derivatives vanish and one obtains a

I

Introduction

systemof coupledelliptic equationsfor the gravitational
fields. The efficientsolutionof elliptic equationsis hence
of central interest for us.

Compactobjectsin astrophysics
suchas neutronstarsand
blackholesare subjectedto the strongfield regimeof gravitation and have hence to be treated within the framework

of generalrelativity. The growinginterestin the numerical
solutionof the Einstein equationsfor astrophysicallyrelevant systemshas given rise to a new branch of computa-

Letusconsider
a covariant
Poisson
equation
Nlili- $
in a conformallyflat axisymmetricspacewhere the line
element reads

(1)

dl2-A4(r,O)(dr2+r2dO2+r
2sin20
d•b2).

tionalphysics
- numerical
relativity[1,2, 3]. Thisdevelop- The formerequationcan be rewrittento yield a Poissonmentis dueto the increasingly
powerfulcomputationalre- like equationfor N wherewe haveisolatedthe flat space
the curvaturetermsto the
sourceswhich make theseproblemsaccessibleto a numeri- LaplacianA! and contributed
source. Here a denotes In A.
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(2)AIN=$ with
$=A45-2(OraOrN+•OoaOo
This equationhas to be solvedby iteration. The solution
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ofAIN---• ateach
iteration
hashence
tobeaccomplished
sufficiently
fastin orderto keepthe total computationcost
at a reasonable level.
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sin•4'.

After outliningthe basicfeaturesof our spectralmethod

[8, 9], we will proceedin a first stepto the investigation
Having specifiedthe tensorcomponentsfi•...iN with respect to the Cartesian frame we derive the components
spectralmethodsin this field [10, 11, 12]. The second related to the local orthonormalframe of sphericalcoordipart is devotedto the study of axisymmetricstationary nates by a non-singular coordinatetransformation.
In order to infer the analytical properties of a scalar
rotating bodieswhich has been appliedto model rapidly
rotatingneutronstars[13, 14]. This workhasbeenex- functionit is usefulto rearrangethe sumin (4). We first
tended recently to include strong magneticfields for the collectall the terms referringto cosm4' and sinm4' respec-

of black hole formationdue to sphericallysymmetricneutron star collapsewhich has provedthe high aptitude of

firsttimeinto neutronstarmodels[15].Specialemphasis tively. We write
in all caseshas been put on the extensiveuse of external

M

and intrinsictests[16, 17, 18] of the self-consistency
and

= rn•-O
• (a,,(r,8)cosrn4'+
b,•(r,
8)sinm4')
the attained accuracyof the numericalresults. The result- (5) f(r,8,4')
ing neutronstar modelsprovideus with the requiredinitial
value modelsfor the investigationof 3D-gravitational col- wheream(r,8) and bin(r,8) behaveidenticallyin the furlapse of neutron stars which will reveal the whole range ther procedure. We opt for cos18 and sin18 as basisfuncof gravitational wave emission associatedwith this phe- tions in 8 which allowsthe application of FFT-techniques
An immediate
conclusion from
nomenon. We give an overview about the inset of spectral for this transformation.
methodsin this project which is currently in work. Here (4) and the casei-t-j evenis that the coefficients
a2,•(r, 8)
a new method for the efficient inversion of a generalized and b2,•(r, 8) haveto be expandedin termsof cos18while
3D-vector Poissonequation is a first major result.
from the odd casethat the expansionof a2,•+•(r, 8) and
b2,•+i(r, 8) hasto be doneon the set sin18. We therefore
2

2.1

Spectral methods in general relativity
Coordinates and regularity conditions

The space-likehypersurfacesstemming from the former

choiceof the (3+1)-formalismare conceived
to describe
some asymptotically flat space, containing a compact,
mostly starlike object. The natural choiceis thus a sphe-

ricallikecoordinatesystem(r, 0, 4').
The pseudo-singularities
which appear in this casecan
be overcomeby a proper definitionof regularity conditions
of tensorial quantities. A consequentapplicationof parity
rules derived from these conditionsallows further to optimize code efficiencyand precision.
We considerthe related Cartesian type coordinate sys-

specify
L

((3)

=

coslO,
l•. O
L

(?)

a2m+l(r,
8)= • &•,•,•+•(r)
sin18.
l=0

Note that dueto the well definedparity of a2,• and
thesecoefficients
- a priori only definedfor 0 < 8 < 7r- can
be continuedanalytically to periodic functionsof 8 on the

intervalI-w,
In the samemanneras beforewe find from (4) that the
polynomials
&l(r) are symmetricwith respectto the inver-

sionr -* -r for I evenandantisymmetric
for I odd]As

basisfunctionset in r we decidefor Chebyshevpolynomials due to their superiorpropertiesin finite approximation
tem (x, y, z) = (r sin8 cos4',r sin8 sin4',r cos8). We define schemesof non-periodic functions and the availability of
a tensorialquantityTi•...iNin spherical
coordinates
(r, 8, 4') fast Chebyshevtransforms.Simplificationsof the expanto be regular,if its componentsfi•...iN with respectto sion schemein the presenceof additional symmetriesare
Cartesiancoordinates
(x, y, z) areregularin the sensethat preeisedin the followingparagraphs.
Any regularfunctionadmits an expansionof this kind,
they can be expandedinto a polynomialsumof the type
but
regularity furthermoreimplies additional constraints
N

(3)
i,j,k=O

whichcanbe writtenin termsof (r, 8, 4') as
N

on the differentcoefficients.
Havingset up regularinitial
data •eeordingto (3), regularityof the involvedquantities
is maintainedduring a calculationby the applicationof
regularoperators- we hereignorethe influenceof numerical effectsdue to aliasingor roundofferrors.
Let us eousider the eovariant derivative of a vector in

(4)
i,j,k----O

sphericalcoordinates.
For the scalarpotentialU(r, 8, 4')-
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whichcanbemodified,
replacing
sin20by (1-cos20).

r sin • cos

L

(s)

(16)

/+(,.,

21

M

EE E
!•0

we have

k----O m----O

x (1-cos20)
t cos:"•O
cos
2t-k•bsink
(9)

(Ur, Us,U•)'- (sin0 cos•b,cosOcos
•b,- sin•b).

L

21

M

(17)

The covariant
derivativeUsl•whichreads
1

(10)

U•

rtan•

can be rewritten to yield
1

UOlO
---rsin•(O•Uo- cosO
U•)ß

A numericalevaluationaccordingto (8) and (11) reveals
a perfectly regular behavior.

2.2

k----O m--O

x (1- cos:
0)•cos:"*
+•• cos
2•-k•bsink

1

U01•
= rsinO
O•Us

(11)

!--0

Accordingto Sec. 2.1 we concludefor the decomposition
of a supersymmetricfunction:

1. f is •r-periodic in the angular variable •b,

2. a2,•(r, O)hasto be expandedinto a sumof coslOwhere
I is even in the symmetric case and odd in the antisymmetric one,

3. 5t(r) is an evenpolynomialin r for f symmetricand

Supersymmetric case

an odd polynomialfor f antisymmetric.
Additional spatial symmetriesof physicalsystemsinvolve
continuoussymmetryoperationslike rotation about a dis- Physicalproblemswhich imply the use of supersymmetric
tinct axis with an associatedKilling vectorfield or discrete functions allow to restrict the computational domain to
transformationslike inversionat the equatorial plane z = 0,
[0,•r] in •band to [0,•r/2] in 0 whichleadsto an overall
leadingto distinct parity propertiesof the different tensor reductionof the effectivegrid size by a factor four.

Forthecomponents
ofa vectorfieldassociated
withthe

components.

We definesupersymmetry
[19]by the following
behavior case of even supersymmetrywe conclude: U• can be exof a scalar function: f is invariant with respect to inver-

sionat the z-axis, hencef(-x,-y,z)=

panded into a sum of cos210, Uo into a sum of sin210

f(x,y, z), whilef

and U• into a sumof sin(2/+ 1)0 whichmeansthat Uo
is [anti-]symmetric
with respectto reflection
at the equa- undergoesa changeof sign by reflectionat the equatorial
torial plane z = 0, hencef(•, y, -z) = :El(z, y, z). Conse- planewhileUr and U• remainunchanged.
The expansion
quently f can be expandedinto a sum of the type
L

2l

of the radial part is done in terms of odd powersof r for
all components.

M

l-'O

k--O m----O

2.3

L

21

Axisymmetry restricts the set of scalar functions under

M

Axisymmetric

case

(13)
f_(x,y,z)
-' E E E ck•"•x2•-•Y•z2"•+•
odd
case considerationto functionsaccordingto Sec. 2.1 where the
1=0

k•O

only remainingterm in (5) is ao(r,0). Thus f can be writ-

m=O

which definessubsetsof the generalscalarfunctionsintro-

ducedin Sec.2.1. A write-up in termsof (r, 0, •b)gives
L

(14)

21

l----O k----O m----O

x sin2•O
cos2'nO
cos2•-k•b
sink•b,
(15)

/_(,-,o,,)= E

21

as
L

(18)

f(r,0)= E ai,o(r)
cos/0

M

=E E E
L

ten

M

E

1----0 k----O m----O

x sin2• cos2m+•o
cos:•-k$

l----0

where•l,o(r) is an evenfunctionin r for I evenand an odd
function for I odd.

For the components
Ur and Uoof a vectorfieldcompatible.withthe assumption
of axisymmetrywe conclude:Ur
hasto be expandedin termsof coslOwherethe radial part
is evenfor I oddand odd for I even. Uo hasto be expanded
in terms of sinlO wherewe alsohavea parity changein r.

6
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Concerningthe hydrodynamicalpart we employ a set
The propertiesof the lackingcomponentU• whichwe
needto handleN• in the modelsof rotatingneutronstars of particularvariableswhichlead to equationsressembling

can be derivedfrom the Killing equationlinkedto axisym-

merry. A shortexamination
revealsthat U• has to be
expandedin termsof sinlO with a parity changein r - it
behavesidenticallyas Us.

2.4

very closelytheir Newtonian counterpartsincludinga general relativistic generalizationof the classicalEuler equation. We note the privilegedrole of the Eulerian or local
rest observerO0 in this formulation. The hydrodynamical
equationsread

Spherically symmetric case

1

For sakeof completeness
we add the sphericallysymmetric
case. As a further restriction of the axisymmetriccasewe

keepfrom (18) onlya0,0(r). f(r) thereforereads

(21)

Otœ
q-•'•O•(rS(e+p)V
•) --O,

•O•p+uotp
(22)O,
Uq-V•O•U
- œ+p
I (N

K

(19)

Fs

f(r) = • ask
rsk

q-4•rrp,

1

which is an ordinary even polynomial in r while U• is representedby an odd polynomial in r.

3
3.1

Spherically symmetric
star collapse

neutron

Basic equations

(2a)
(24)

Otsr + V•O•sr = 0

where we have introduced the energy density • and the
fluid velocity U measured by O0, the coordinate baryon
density D and the entropy per baryon ss while V r denotes the fluid coordinatevelocity. The Lorentz factor F

isdefined
asF= (1- US)-«.In addition
onehastosolve

The investigationof neutron star equilibrium configura- (25)
tions in sphericalsymmetry was the first problem in the
fully general relativistic regime being solved by us by
meansof the (3+1)-formalismof generalrelativity and a

spectralmethod[10,8, 9]. A favorablechoiceof the lineel-

O,D
+ ;• O•(rSDW)
= 0,

Om(r,t) =

sœ(r,t),

r• q-47r
r [pq-(eq-P) U
(26)Orff9(r,t)=
As
(m(r't)
s])

ementdss= 9,• dx•dx• in thecaseofspherical
symmetry whereA(r, t) is relatedto m(r, t) through
is givenby RGPS (Radial Gauge-PolarSlicing)coordinates[20]and reads

(20) dss = -NSdts+ ASdr
s+ rs(dOS+
sinS0de.
bs).
We stressthe particular nature of this problemwherethe
field variableA is not really a dynamicalquantity. In fact it
is uniquelydeterminedat any momentas well as the lapse
functionN by the matter fieldswhichhaveto be evolvedby
meansof the hydrodynamicalequations.Sincethe solution
outside the star is known in advance to coincide with the

(27) A(r,t)
- (12ra(r't)
)-«
The neutron star matter is modeled as a perfect fluid,
adoptinga realisticdensematter equationof state.
3.2

Numerical

method

The initial value model for the dynamical calculations
is providedby solvingthe Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff
equationsdescribinga spherically symmetric static star

static Schwarzschildsolutionof a point massof the same
size accordingto the Birkhoff theorem,we benefit from a where eachmodel is determinedby the centralvalue of
doublesimplification.First the wholetime evolutionis yet the pseudo-enthalpyHc. A first solutionis obtainedby indeterminedby propagatingthe hydrodynamicalvariables tegrationof this systemof ordinarydifferentialequations
and further the calculation can be restricted to the stellar

whilean overallnumerical
accuracy
of the orderof 10-•4,

interior. The interior solutionfor the gravitationalfield

adapted to the subsequentuse of a spectralmethod, is
achievedby iteration of the approximatesolution.
The computationaldomain is identical with the stellar
interiorduringthe wholecalculation,thanksto a comoving
grid whoseouter boundarycoincideswith the star surface.

has then to be matched to the analytical exterior one. We
further note that due to the static character of the exterior

solutionno gravitationalwaves- whichotherwisewouldbe
an observableof most importance- are emitted.

SpectralMethods In GeneralRelativity
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Figure 1: Relative variationof the stellarradiuswith elaps-

Figure2: Profilesof the lapsefunctionN for t rangingfrom

ingtimefora stableequilibrium
modelwithnB<n•ritand 0 to 7.296ms. The locationof the Schwarzschildradius Rs
[AM/Mmax
[ = -5 x 10-5. The hydrodynamical
timescale is indicatedby a verticalbar. Directionof increasingtime
is indicated on the lower left.

is downward.

This maintains a constantspatial resolutionduring the collapseand a fine samplingof the steepeninggradientsnear
the star surface thanks to the accumulation

of the Gaufi-

the beginning of the collapseuntil the moment where the

whole configurationis highly relativistic and practically
frozenweobserved
the differentvariablesto reproducethe

Lobatto points in this region. It furthermore minimizes analytical
valueswithinan errorof betterthan 10-5 [10],
the advectiveterms, henceimproving the numericalaccu- while the errors related to previousstudiesbasedon finite
racy. All quantities are expandedin terms of Chebyshev difference
methods
areoftheorderof 10-5 [23].

polynomials
in r mappingthe interval[0,R,(t)] onto[0,1]
taking into accounttheir analytical propertiesaccordingto

Sec.2.4. The 2ndordersemi-implicit
timeintegration
ensuresthe stability of the code which allowsus to perform
simulationsof a duration of many dynamical timescales.
This ability is very important when studyingthe effects
of perturbationson equilibriumconfigurations.This task

is alsofavoredby the fact that we integratethe original

Neutron star modelsnear the maximummassconfiguration - Mmax- 1.924Mo and R -- 10.678 km for the
employedEOS - are interestingwith respectto their stability againstradial perturbations.Configurationswith a
centralbaryondensityapproachingthe critical oneexhibit
an oscillatorybehaviorwhichis dominatedby the fundamentalmodeof oscillationof increasingperiodlength. It
representsa uniform growingand shrinkingof the entire
star which is modulated by lessimportant harmonicsof
higherorder. Fig. 1 showsthis temporal variation for a
stable configuration.We stressthat these oscillationsare

systemof equationswithout any artificial viscosityto stabilize the code while in addition the intrinsic viscosityof
spectral methods is negligible. The ingoingcharacteristic
of the hydrodynamicalsystem at r--R, givesrise to one entirely driven by roundoff and discretization errors of a
boundary conditionwhich is chosento fix the baryon den- totalorderof 10-•ø - noexternal
forcehasbeenapplied
sity at the star boundary. It is imposed by means of a to trigger this variability. Increasingthe central baryon
•-Lanczosprocedure[21]on the systemasa wholewhich densitybeyondthe critical value one entersthe branch of
is the well posed mathematical procedure.
unstableconfigurations.This time the fundamental mode
starts a contraction of the star which results in an unlim-

3.3

Results

ited collapse.Though the actual coordinatechoiceis not

capableto properlycapturethe formationof an apparAmong the varioustests we have imposedon our codeone ent horizonwhich would clearly reveal the formation of a
describesthe collapseof a homogeneous
dust spherewhose black hole the evolutionof metric potentialsand matter
solutionwasgivenby Oppenheimer
andSnyder[22].From variablesgivesa distinct indication of this event. Take for

$
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densitiesin the individual subdomainswhich appearsduring the collapse.Four to five zonesare typically needed
to coverthe densecentral core forming the new born neutron star and the outer layers of much lower densitywith
the desiredresolution. In contrastwith the original code
boundaryconditionsare imposedin this caseby meansof
a modified•--Lanczosschemeappliedin coefficientspace.

4

Axisymmetric
stic

4.1

t [msl

Figure 3: Relative variation of the total baryon number
during the collapse.
instanceFig. 2 which showsthe time developmentof the
lapse function N, measuringthe elapsedproper time of
the local Eulerian observerOo. Inside the Schwarzschild
radiusit tendstowardzerofor increasingcoordinatetime t.
This behavior- calledthe 'lapseof the lapse'- is relatedto
the singularityavoidancepropertyof the chosencoordinate
gaugewhich keepsthe spatial hypersurfacesfrom propagatinginto a formingsingularity.The dynamicaltimescale
of the collapseis the time elapsedfrom the beginningof
the collapseuntil the momentwherethe evolutionappears
to be frozen to a distant observer and has the value t = 7.4

ms for the consideredconfiguration.Fig. 3 illustratesthe
relativeerror committedon the total baryonnumberwhich
is a conserved
globalquantity. In the early phaseit is con-

servedwith a relativeaccuracy
of 2x10-s andwith 4x10-6
during the violent stagesof the collapse. The deviation

this casespacetimecan be describedby MSQI (Maximal
Slicing-Quasi
Isotropic)coordinates
[13]whichhavea line

element
ds2= g• dx•dx• oftheform:

(28)

oppositeapproaches.The originalversionof our codehas
beenextendedlater on to includethe processes
of neutrino
productionand transport during neutronstar collapsein
order to compute the observableneutrino emissionfor a

distantobserver[11]. A multi-domainextensionof this
code is in use in order to simulate type II supernovaein
sphericalsymmetry.It is particularlywell suitedto prop-

erlycapturethe highcontrast
up to _• 106of the mean

ds• = -N•dt • + A4B-• (drY+r2dO
•)
+A4B2r• sin20
(d4•- N•dt)•.

Spacetimeis hencefully determinedby the four metricpo-

tentialsN, N •, A and B. MSQI-coordinates
are global
coordinatesand lead to elliptic operatorswhich admit a
consistenttreatment of boundary conditions and an effi-

cient solutionby spectralmethods. The matter fieldsare
chosento modela perfectfluid wherefirst a polytropic,
henceanalytical,equationof state wasused. The assumption of a perfectfluid reducesthe equationsof motionto
an algebraicequationfor the heat function H. From the
Einstein equationsone derivesfour elliptic equationsfor

the variablesv = In N, N • and

(30)

G(r,O)-- N(r,O)A2(r,O)B(r,O),
½(r,0) = v(r,

+ 2(r,

-

whose final form reads

[12].The calculations
haveshowna verygoodagreement
of the frequenciesof the fundamental modesfor the two

Basic equations

In order to study rapidly rotating neutron stars we have
made the assumptionsof spacetimebeing axisymmetric,
stationaryand asymptotically
.flat. We have further supposedspacetimeto be circular, thus the absenceof meridional currentsin the sourcesof the gravitational field. In

increases
up to 5 x 10-5 in the final phasewheresharp (29)
gradients form near the horizon. The proper working of
the codein the perturbativeregimehasbeenrecentlyconfirreed by direct comparisonwith a linear adiabatic code

rotating relativi-

bodies

A4

(31)Asy-- •-•[4•r(E-FSii)-F2(k•-Fk•)]-O•O(•-F2

(32)
•3•--167rBN--7 J• -rsint•ON•O(6e•-F
r sin

_ NA •

(33)
A4

(34)

Spectral .•letl•ods In (•eneral Relativity
where we have introduced •=ln

(35)

9

A, •=ln B and

polynomials. The inner zone is mapped onto half the def-

initioninterval[0,1] whichallowsto take into accountthe

•(r, O)= r sinO(•(r,O),

(36)

parity propertiesof regular functionswith respectto the
origin accordingto Sec. 2.3. In the compactifiedzone the
expansionhas been donein the usualmanner on the whole

J•r•(r,O)
= rsin0N•(r,O)

definitioninterval[-1, 1] of Chebyshev
polynomials.

as well as the abridgednotation

The

effective scheme which

is based on a relaxation

1

methodworksas follows.We considerrigidly rotating neutron starswith a polytropicequationof state. A particular
Further employedquantitiesare the total energydensity configurationis hencedeterminedby fixing the value H•
of the heat function at the centre of the star and its angu-

(37)

=

+

ao.

E, thestress
tensorSij, themomentum
density
Ji andk•,

lar velocity •. We start from very crude initial conditions
where all the metric quantities are set to their flat space

ks whichare relatedto the extrinsiccurvaturetensorK•j.

A2, Asandas denote
scalar
Laplacians
in twoandthree

values(c,, •, •, ½ and N • = 0; G = 1) and the matter

dimensionsand a vector Laplacian in three dimensionsrespectively.
Existenceand uniquenessof the solutionof theseelliptic

distribution is determinedby a first approximate guess.

While the GRV2 identity related to (34) holds for an
exact solutionof the Einstein equationswe have to enforce
this consistencyrelation at each iteration step in order
to avoid a logarithmicdivergenceof the approximateone.

equations
areensuredfor physically
relevantcases[24,25,
20].

Note that (33) and (34) can be continuedanalytically
This can be accomplished
by modifying(34) accordingto
to yieldgenuine2D-Poissonequations
in the entire(r, 0)plane. One infers immediately that • exhibits a logarithmic divergencefor r • o• unlessthe total integral over

(38) A2

the sourceof (34) vanishesidenticallywhereaswe require
•[ r=• = 0. This 2D-virial theoremof generalrelativity
{GHV2) [16]is in somesenserelatedto the classical
New-

(39)
cr•
=8•rBA---•
S•'•,,o'•
=•--•.[3(k•-.Fk•)]
((:%,)2.

tonian virial theorem and furnishesa consistencycondition
for any solutionof the Einstein equationswhich is compatible with our basic assumptions. It has to be taken into
accountduring the calculation and providesa strong con-

sistencycheckof the numericalsolution.
4.2

Numerical

A4

At each iteration step A is chosenin sucha way that the
total sourceintegral vanishes. The final solution has to

satisfy(34) exactlywhichis equivalentto A= 1. The deviation of A from unity during the iteration measuresthe
violation of self-consistency
of the approximatesolution
and can be usedto monitor convergence.

method

The mathematicalprobleminvolves(31)-(34) and an algebraicfirst integral equationfor the matter fields. Our
numerical solutions are exact in the sensethat the gov-

erningequationsare derivedfrom the full theory of general relativity without any analytical approximationwhile

The sourcesof (31)-(34) exhibit sometermsinvolving
simpleoperatorslike r, sinS, 0•, etc. whichare accurately
computedin coefficientspacebeforeevaluatingthe entire
expressions
in configurationspace.Expansionof the total
sourcesin termsof the angulareigenfunctions
of the differ-

entLaplacians
(P•ø
(cos0), P• (sin0) and(cos18,sin• 8) for

As,as, andA• respectively)
leads
toa system
ofODEsin

the numerical code solvesthese equationsin all spaceextendingthe numericalintegrationto spatialinfinity which
allowsto imposethe exact boundary conditionsof asymptotical flatness on the gravitational fields as well as the

the radial variable. The uniqueglobal solutionis obtained
by appropriatelinear combinationsof the corresponding
particular and homogeneous
solutionsin order to match
the piecewisesolutionsat the grid interfaceand to satisfypropercalculationof the sourcetermsof (31)-(34) which the boundary conditionsat r-o•. The new valuesof the
fill all space.
gravitationalfield variablesare then usedto update the
This is accomplishedby the use of two grids, where the matter distributionby meansof the first integralequation
first one coversthe stellar interior usingthe radial variable and the iteration can go on.

r in theinterval[0,R], whiletheouterspace
iscompactified
thanksto the variabletransformu = r -• and in this way

mapping
[R,o•] ontothefiniteinterval[R-•, 0]. Whilein

4.3

Tests

the O-variable a Fourier expansionaccordingto Sec. 2.1 We have subjectedour codeto two differentkinds of tests
is used,the radial part is expandedin termsof Chebyshev which ensurethe reliability of the numerical results.
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Figure 4: Comparison between numerical and analytical

Figure5: LevelcontourE(r, 8) in the caseof a polytropic

solution for the Schwarzschild

EOS with -• = 2 for fi =

interior

and exterior

incom-

pressiblesolution. The location of the star surfaceis indicated by an asterisk. The plotted quantities are the relative
error in the pressurewith respect to the central pressure

insidethe star and the absoluteerror in N (solidline) and

As (dashed
line)outsidethe star.

External tests consist in the comparison with previous solutions, either analytical or numerical ones. Such
a test of the code has been performed for an analytically
known Schwarzschildtype solution of a non-rotating homogeneoussphere with the correspondingnumerical one.
Relative errors committed on global quantitiessuchas total gravitational massand circumferentialradius are of the

orderof 10-14. This accuracyholdsalsofor localquantities as shownin Fig. 4 for the pressurep insidethe star and

20

the metric coefficients outside the star - none of the errors

Number

40

"60

of iterations

exceeding
10-14. A recentprojectof systematic
calibration and comparisonof the numerical results of different
groupsworking in this field has yielded an agreementof
characteristicquantities of realistic neutron star modelsat

Figure6: Convergence
of the error indicator]1-,•] during
the iteration processfor f = 0.

a level of about 10-3.

Internal tests representthe secondimportant classof
testsand are derivedfrom somerelationsof global or local
character which are related to the Einstein equationsbut
not automaticallyenforcedduring the calculation. These
tests are very powerful,sincethey do not only verify the
proper working of the numerical schemefor somesimpleusually degenerate- test problem, but apply to any calculation and supply an intrinsic estimate of the numerical error involved. In the following neutron star matter

was modeledby a perfect fluid with a '• = 2 polytropic
EOS. The angularvelocityhas been varied betweenf = 0
for the static case and f = fie for the maximum rotating casewhere for a further increaseof f massshedding
alongthe equatoroccurs.Fig. 5 showsthe flattenedshape
of a neutron star rotating at fiE. A simple test makes
use of the known analytical expansionof B accordingto

B = l+r 2sin28
f. It showed
B to coincide
withtheanalyrical value 1 on the polar axis within 10-6 in the most
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,

I

20

,

40

of iterations

Figure7: Convergence
of the errorindicatorI1-A[ during Figure 8: Internal error indicator as a function of Nr in the
compressible
sphericallysymmetriccase(polytropicEOS).

the iteration processfor f• = fiK. The spike at N = 10 is
due to switching on the rotation.

unfavorablecaseof maximal angular velocity. The principal test is providedby the GRV2 identity. An examination

of the Schwarzschild
type solutionhasrevealedthat
is very closelyrelated to the global errors derivedfrom
the numerical solution for variable N•. This observation,

o

thoughobtainedfor the static case,is supposedto hold in

o

the rotatingcaseas well. [1-A[ canthusbe considered
as
an estimatorof the globalnumericalaccuracy. Figs. 6, 7
showthe convergence
of [1-A[duringthe iterationfor f• = 0

o

and fi =fiK. While in the first casethe exponential decay

oo

of I1-AI continues
untilroundoff
errorsof 10-14 marka
lower limit, the total error in the rotating case is about
10-6 . This difference is due to the deviation of the fiat-

tenedstellarshapefrom the sphericalnumericalgrid which
leadsto a discontinuityin the derivativesacrossthe step

o

i

5

i

i

i

i

•

10

i

20

i

o

i

i

50

lar surfacelocated inside the inner zone, where the diverse

quantitieshenceare no more analytical functions. The Figure 9: Same as Fig. 8 but for maximal angular velocattainable accuracyin dependenceof the number of grid ity f•. Pay attention to the log- log scale;the spectral
pointsis illustratedin Fig. 8. The exponentialdecrease, propertiesare lost here and one observesa powerlaw conusuallycalledevanescent
error and characteristic
for spec- vergence.
tral methods,is clearlyvisible. This propertyis lost in the
rotatingcasewherewe observea powerlaw decayof the

committed
errorocN•-4'5as foundfromFig. 9. This in-

previous results based on finite difference methods of the

convenience
will be overcomeby the implementationof an orderof 10-2 [27,28, 29,30].
It is further interestingto note that for typicalvaluesof
adaptiveellipsoidal
gridwhichalignsthe domainboundary
to the star surface.We finally concludethat we havecom- N• = 32 and N• = 16 one iteration is performed in 480 ms
putedneutronstarmodelswith an analyticEOS achieving on a VAX 4500. For an averagenumberof 50 iterationsper

a precision
of 10-]4 in thestaticcaseto some10-6 in the

model the whole calculation is finished in about 24 s. The

maxim,,m rotation casewhich has to be comparedwith

codeefficiencyhasenabledusto carry out extensivestudies
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of neutron star samplesunder employmentof numerous

Relative

error

on electric

field
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Relative error on magnetic field

realisticEOS of neutronstarmatter[14].

4.4

Rotating neutron stars with magnetic
field

A further step toward a realistic descriptionof rapidly rotating neutronstarshasbeenrecentlyachievedby the fully
self-consistentinclusionof magneticfieldsinto our models

[15]. Thesecalculations
representthe first numericalsolutions of the coupled2D-Einstein-Maxwell equationsfor
rotating neutron stars which are hence fully relativistic,
taking into accountany kind of interactionof the electromagneticfield with the star and the gravitationalfield.
To completethe physicalspecificationof our neutron
star modelsas describedin Sec. 4.2 we assumea perfect
conductor behavior of neutron stax matter - the star inte-

5xlO-4

10-•

0

1.õxlO-•

5xlO-4

10-3

1.Sx10-3

Coordinaterad•us [km]

Coordinate tadram [km]

rior is thus free of electricfields- and add the electromagFigure 10: Comparisonbetweenthe exact and the numernetic field variablesAt, A,, the currentvariablesjt andj,
and a structure function f which determinesthe current ical solutionin the caseof a rotating conductingsphere
distribution inside the star. The additional free parame- with a magneticpoint dipole at its centre. The asterisks
ter which fixes a unique neutron star configurationis the
total electric chargeQ. A derived global quantity is the

indicate the sphere'ssurface.

magneticdipolemomentA4 whichcharacterizes
the magnetic properties of the neutron star. The Maxwell equations lead to a set of coupledelliptic partial differential

A• precedes
the solutionof the formersetof equations.A0

equationswhichexhibitsa similarstructureas (31)-(34).

by imposing
the asymptoticboundaryconditionA• -• 0 for

They involvea scalarPoissonequationfor At and a vector

Poissonequationfor A• whichread

(g.f+gtJ
A4B 2

- --N•r

• sins0 x OAt0N •

- l+•(rsin0N•) 2 xOA•0N
•
-(OAt + 2N•OA•)0(2a+/•-v)
-2 --r

(41)

OrA• + rt--•'•OO•A• '

-/zoAs(j•-N4j t) rsinO
A4B :•

+-•-•-rsin
0ONe(OAt
+N•OA•)
1

+r s--i-n
0.%
where we define

(42)

r-• oo. The treatment of At is slightly more complicated
due to its non-smoothness

across the stellar surface - a

behavior causedby the surfacechargeswhich are charac-

A4

(4o)
zxa
At =

is a smoothfunctionin all space- we recall that/•r-• 1 for
neutron star matter - and can thereforebe uniquely solved

r sin 0'

In this extended formulation the determination of At and

teristicfor idealconductors.SinceAt is linkedto A• by a
linear relation in the star interior, the exterior solutionhas
to be matchedto the latter one, respectingthe condition
At- 0 at infinity. We note that, once more, this is a task
which is easily performedthanks to the use of a spectral
method. After solutionof the wholesystemwe can update
the electromagneticcontributionsto the stress-energytensorand proceedwith the solutionof the Einsteinequations
accordingto Sec.4.2.
Test calculationsof the electromagneticpart have been
performedfor somesimplecases,whereanalyticalsolutions
are known,amongtheseoneinvolvinga rotatingmagnetic
dipolewhere an infinitesimalcurrent loop at the origin is
surroundedby somerotating perfectlyconductingsphere.
This testbedcalculationmimicsthe configurationof a rotating neutron star with surfacecharges. Fig. 10 shows
the relative error committed on the electric and the magnetic field for a conductingsphereof 1 m radiusrotating

at ft = 3000s-• with a centralcurrentloopof j0 = 10•
Am-2. Apart fromthe originwherethe modelcurrentdiffers from the theoretical 5-distribution

the relative error is
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Figure 11: Comparisonbetween Ferraro's analytical solution

I

-20

3000

one in the case of a Newtonian

incompressiblefluid endowedwith a magnetic field corre-

spondingto a constantcurrent functionf(x) = to- The

Figure 12: Fluid properdensityisocontours
in the (r, (9)plane for the M = 4.06M o maximum massstatic magnetized star built upon a polytropic EOS for '• = 2. The thick
line indicates

the star surface.

plotted quantity is the relative differencebetweenthe two

valuesof A• as a functionof the radial coordinater for
three values of 0. Asterisks indicate

the star surface.

verysmall:about10-5 at half the radiusandreachingits
minimalvalueof 10-9 outsidethe sphere.An analytical
solutionfor a Newtonianincompressible
fluid [31]endowed
with a particular current distribution under the - simplifying - assumptionof sphericalsymmetry was adopted as
a more sophisticatedtest. Also in this casethe agreement

wasquitegoodwith a relativeerrorof betterthan 10-3,
shown in Fig. 11. The deterioration with respect to the
dipole problem is due to somesimplifyingassumptionsof
the analytical model.
The accuracy of solutions of the complete EinsteinMaxwell equationswas estimatedas in Sec. 4.2 by use of

I
i

-40

I

-20

,

•0

40

x [km]

the virial identityGRV2 [17]as wellas by a moregeneral
three dimensionalintegral identity valid for any stationary and asymptoticallyfiat spacetimewhichwe call GRV3

Figure 13: Magneticfield linesin the (r, (9)-planefor the
maximum mass configurationcorrespondingto Fig. 12.

[18].It isthegeneral
relativistic
generalization
oftheclas- The thick line indicatesthe star surface. The magnetic

sicalNewtonJan
virial theorem.The actualvaluesof [1-A[

showed
about10-5 for analyticalEOSandsome10-4 for

field amplitudeamountsto Bc = 9 x 104 GT at the star's
centre.

the tabulated oneswhich agreewith thoseof calculations
without magneticfield. Throughout all the calculations
we chosea grid resolutionof 41 pointsin r and 21 points of the effectsof the magneticfield. In the static casethe
in (9.
electricchargevanishesidentically,leavingalonea magIn the followingwe studiedconfigurationsof static neu- neticfield. Sincethe stress-energy
tensoris not isotropic,
tron starsendowedwith a magneticfield. The absenceof we observea deformationof the star alreadyin the static
kinematical effects allows an unambignousinterpretation case. Fig. 12 showsa maximumfield configurationand
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highlysingularityavoidingand neatly capturesthe propagationof gravitationalwavesin the far field zone. This is
a very important feature,sincethe study of gravitational
waveemissionis the principal goal of this investigation.
The governingequationsthen havethe followingform:
(43)

(44)

Figure14: a. Magneticfieldlinesin the (r, 0)-planeforthe (45)
configuration
specifiedin the text. The thick line indicates
(46)
the star surface.b. Electric isopotentiallines At=const.
(47)
(48)
Fig. 13 the corresponding
distributionof the magnetic
field. In the rotatin9 case the magnetic field is accom- (49)
paniedby an additionalelectricfield. The both field distributions
fora Po12M=3.37Mc•modelat fi=3x103 rad (50)
s-I and a constantcurrentfunctionare givenin Fig. 14.
Note that the field linesof At and A• coincidein the star This system of coupled partial differential equations is
interior due to the perfect conductorassumption. The characterizedby the followingproperties:
non-smoothnessof At acrossthe star boundary properly

The systemincludesa time first order hyperbolicsystem

reflectsthe discontinuityof the electricfield due to the

(43) and (44) of the spatialmetrictensorhO and its conjugate momentumvariableK 0 whichreducesto a wave
equationfor h0 in the far fieldzone.The evolutionof the

existingsurfacecharges.

5
5.1

3D-gravitational
collapse

neutron

star

Basic equations

matter fieldsE and Ji is governedby the parabolic system

(47) and (48). Theseequationsconstitutethe dynamical

part of ourproblem.N andN i are subjected
to the Poissontype equations(49) and (50) wherethe matter fields
act as sourceterms. Further involved quantities are the

stresstensorS0 and the Ricci tensorR0 whereS =
andR=Rii. Theadditionalconstraint
equations
(45) and
(46) which establishsomeconsistency
relationsbetween

The investigationof the 3D-gravitationalcollapseof rotating neutronstarsrequiresthe solutionof the generaltimedependentfield equationsof generalrelativity. We stress gravitationaland matter fieldsare satisfiedidenticallyfor
that already in the Newtonian casea fully three dimen- the exact solution. They may be used to reducethe num-

sional simulationof stellar collapseis a highly demanding ber of the dynamical variables, an approach that would
and non-trivial problem. Indeed up to this day there ex- result in a constrainedevolution scheme.Indeed this proists only one corresponding
investigationwhich aimed at cedure guaranteesthat the numerical solution represents
the study of gravitationalwaveemissionassociated
with at any moment some solution of the Einstein equations
typeII supernovae
[32]. While in the presence
of symme- but not necessarilythe correct one. We prefer an uncontries like stationarity or axisymmetrythe field equations strained schemewhere the constraintequationscan serve

are greatly simplifiedwhen evaluatedexplicitly for some to estimate the involved numerical
appropriatecoordinatesthe situation is quite contraryfor
a three dimensionaldynamical problem. It is therefore 5.2
Numerical
method

errors.

favorableto solvethe Einstein equationsin their original

coordinateindependent(covariant)form. This choiceal- In the spirit of the analytical approachof Sec.5.1 we have
lowsus to adopt elliptic equationsfor the gaugevariables opted for a numericalschemewhich is basedon a one-toN and N • whichhavea directgeometrical
signification. one adaptation of commontensor calculus,where elemen-

The maximalslicing-minimal
distortiongauge[24, 7] is

tary operationslike contractionand covariantderivation

Spectral Methods In General Relativity

are performedby specificsubroutinesacting on entire tensor q•_mntities.We further introduce a fiat background
metric which enables us to separate the contributionsrelated to the curvatureof spaceand to carry out the numerical operationswith respectto fiat spacesphericalcoordi-
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Thoughthis result has beenderivedfor a conformallyfiat
metricwe concludethat for any three-spacethe separation

oftheconformal
factorisa firstimprovement
compared
to

the fiat spaceapproximation.
Followingour reasoningin Sec.2.1 we restrict ourselves
componentsof tensor
natesandthe corresponding
metrictensorf•j [33].For a to the exclusiveuseof pseudophysical
giventhree metrich•j wethenhavethe following
relations: quantitiesrelated to the standard local orthonormalframe
of flat spacesphericalcoordinatesin our numericalscheme.
Wefirstintroduce
a tensorA•k defined
as
The subroutines which calculate the covariant derivatives

of tensors of order zero to three appearing in our equa-

tionsshowthe typicalrelativeerrorsof the orderof 10-14

where[[ denotescovariantdifferentiation
with respectto
•at spacesphericalcoordinates. The covariant derivative
ß

USlJ
ofa vectorU• in curved
three-space
canthenbere-

due to roundoff errors when using simple test functions.
For a successive derivation of a scalar function down to
a tensor of order four the relative error still does not ex-

expressedas

ceed10-•.

(52)

can be reduced to the iterative solution of a scalar Poisson-

U•i•- U•iij+

wherethe generalizationto tensorsof higherorder is obvi-

ous. We can furtherrewrite the RiccitensorRij in terms

ofthe A•jk.

Whilethe computation
of the lapseequation

like equationas demonstratedin Sec.4.2, there remain two
other problemsof higher demand. The first one concerns
the solutionof the generalshift vector equation involving
a linear vector operator which comprisesa vector Laplacian and the gradient of a divergenceapplied to the shift

vectorN •. In Sec.5.3 we presenta decomposition
scheme
The effectiveuseof our schemeis clarifiedby inspectionof
the already familiar scalar Poissonequation.

based on the Clebsch-Gordan

theorem

which leads to an

equivalent system of three scalar Poissonequations that

canbe solvedsuccessively.
The otheroneis relatedto the
semi-implicittime integrationof the evolutioneq.uations
Defininga newtensorfieldr ash•j = ?L•r •j wecanisolate of the metricpotentials.HereP•j includesa tensorLaplacianAh•j whichhasto be treatedimplicitly.An equivalent
the (f•)-related covariantLaplacianandfindthe biomet- approach as in the vector case is in work.

(54)/Vl•l•= S -', :- h•(Nil•11•
- Z•m•Nil•)= S.

tic equivalentof the covariantscalar Poissonequation

(55) /Vll•11•
= S+ (?J+r

5.3

Vector Poisson equation

In the caseof a conformally
fiat metrich• = A4f•j with The numericalinversionof a 3D-vector Poissonequationis
f,j beingthe usualmetric tensorof fiat spacespherical necessaryto solvethe general shift vector equation which
coordinates
weobtainr • = (A-4-1) ?J andthefollowing is an equationof the followingtype
equationwhere Ai represents
the usualfiat spacescalar
(58)
•V + •V(V.V)=
S
Laplacian((• denotesIn A).
1

(50)din = S- 2A-4(OaON
-•r• sin
• 0 0N)- (A - )AfN.
The linear contributionson the right can be eliminated,
if we slightly changethe definition of r to describethe

where a is a constant.

1

(57)•V
1

the solution

of (58)wedecompose
V and$ intoits divergence-free
and its irrotational part. We introduce vector fields V

and• whichwesuppose
to bedivergence-free
aswellas
two scalar potentialsß and •.
decomposition

deviation
oftheconformal
metric• = -•-•/• fromthefiat (59)
(60)
space
metric
we have r = 0 and

In order to facilitate

We thus have a unique

V = •r + V•
s= +

after specifying
the appropriateboundaryconditionsfor ß
and •. In a first stepwe solvethe Poissonequationfor ß
whichwe obtainby takingthe divergence
of (60).
= V.S.
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Rewriting(58) in termsof the newvariableswe inferthe
equivalentequation

(62)

•f" + V((I+,•) ,• - •) = ,•.

Taking the divergence
of (62) wherewe makeuseof the
commutativity of differential operators in flat space, we
find a Poissonequationlinking A• to the alreadyknown
potential •.

(63)

(1+,•) ,•,•

= •,.

The solutionof (63) is a priori determinedup to an additional potential • with A•H- 0. We fix •H to be zero
accordingto the boundaryconditionsand obtain a Poisson
equation for •.

(64)

(1+,•) •

=•'.

We turn nowto (62). Takinginto account(64) we derive
the final equationthat governsthe divergence-free
fraction
of V.

(•5)

95

We adopt the followingnotation where we introducetwo
auxiliary scalarpotentialsU and W in order to obtain a
setof decoupled
equations
whichisequivalentto (66)-(68).

(71)
(72)

=r
1 O•0W,
rsinO
1
O4•U.
V,=;I OaW+
s--•n•
r

From •7. V = 0 we get

(73) • + ;2V,+ •1• U+ r2tan•
I •sU
1 a•U=0.
• r2sin2•
Combining
(73)with(66)leadsusto a sc•arPoisson
equationfor V wherewehavedefined•=rV•.

(74)

=r&.

Proceedingin the same manner with (67) and (68) we

•f• = •.

We specifythe componentsV• to be the physicalcomp•
nents of the vector V related to the local orthonormal basis

of sphericalcoordinates.We furtherdropthe tildeson the
vectorquantities.The explicitwrite-up of (65) thenreads

derive the following line• combinationsof the resulting

equationswith (73).

(75)
sinOOo(O•U-O•V•)
- O•
(AW•O•W)
= r sin 0 S•,

(66)

I O•(O•U-OrVr)+O•(•W-2

2

r2sin0O•V•=

= rS•.
Derivationof (75) with respectto 0 andof (76) with respect

I

(67)

2

to 4 and adding the both equationsallowsus to recovera

rsin2-•
2 • V#+ • aS
Vr

sc• Poissonequationfor (O•U-V•) whichonly involves
the angularvariables(0, •) wherewe haveinte•ated over

2

r• sinetan
• O•V•-- Ss,
I

r •d set the implied inte•ation constantto zero to •sure
a v•ishing behaviorof the sourceterms at r = •.
'

2

(w)

(68) A[V• r2si112•
V•+ sin•-•
r2 •r

Here•,

2

• r2sin
0tan00,Vs= S•
I

denotes
the •ar

fractionof AI multipliedby

•2,

whereAi denotes
the ordinaryscal• Laplacian
I

=

1

At this point we c• determineU by me•s of V• which

h• akeadybeen•ed by (74). In orderto calculatethe
lackingpotentiMW we t•e up (76). An ordin•y int•

over 0 wherewe requirevanishingbehaviorof the
(69)
af =• +;2O•
+r•t• 0 Oe
+• O•
+•r 2sin20Og.gation
so•cetermsat i•nit• • for (O•U-V•) results
in a scalar

We furtherrecallthe representation
of the covariantdivergence•7.$ in sphericalcoordinates

1
(70)
•7.$
=OrSr
+_2S•+-I OoSs
+rt•-'•n•
So
1

Poisson
equation
forW defined
byW= r•,

ifs)

=

-

as.

This schemehenceMlowsto computethe requiredpotentials successively
for a given sourcedistribution starting
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Tests

The routines we have built based on this computation

/

schemeand on our spectralmethod library enable us to
solvea vector Poissonequation in a multidomain configuration includingan exterior compactifiedzone - if desired - which coversall spaceand thus allows to impose
proper boundaryconditionsfor asymptoticallyflat space
where for the time being we restrict ourselvesto the supersymmetriccase.Numericaltestshavebeenperformed
on simple test functionsand on problemswhere the analytical solutionwas knownin advance.For test functions
we found once more the numerical error to be governed

by the roundofflimit of the employedmachineof the order of 10-14. As an advancedtest problemwe solvedthe
0.5
I
1.5
2
shift vectorequationin the Kerr metric of a rotating black
1o8•o(! +r/rH)
hole. The presentedconfigurationcorresponds
to a rapidly
rotating Kerr hole- aim - 0.99 - closeto maximumanFigure15: N • for a rapidlyrotatingKerr blackholeat gular velocity where the relativistic effectsinvolving the
N e are stronglypronounced.The
aim = 0.99 wherer• denotesthe radiusof the horizon. shiftvectorcomponent
entire
space
outside
the
black
hole is coveredby three zones
The differentcurvescorrespondto variousvaluesof • rangwhere
the
outer
compactified
one extendsto spatial infining from 0ø to 90ø. The asterisksindicatethe subdomain
ity. The grid resolutionis chosento be Nr = 33 in each
boundaries.
!

I

I

I

I

zone and N• = 9. Note the quite small number of nodes
in •. Thanks to taking into account the even symmetry
of the problem with respect to reflection at the equatorial
plane accordingto Sec. 2.2 this correspondsto an effective
ß

'

'

'

I

I

'

"

I

....

I

valueof 17 in the wholeinterval[0,•r]. Fig. 15 showsthe
courseof N • in the vicinityof the blackholewhileFig. 16
illustrates

the absolute error committed

on the shift vec-

tor component
N •. The numericalerrornowhereexceeds
10-lø. For a highervalueof Nr it evengoesdownto about
10-13. As expectedthe numericalerrorsaremostelevated
at the boundaries

of the different

subdomains

where the

piecewisesolutionsof adjacent shells are matched. The
GRV2 identity which had already proved its usefulnessin
the study of axisymmetricstationary neutron stars was
applied to estimatethe total error of the numericallycomm

0
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m

I
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I

I

{

I

[

....

1

I
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,

,

1

2

10810(1
+r/rS)

Figure16: Absolute
errorin N • corresponding
to Fig. 15.

putedKerr spacetime.The error estimatorI1- A{turned
out to be closelyrelated to the numerical errors derived
above from comparisonwith the analytical solution and
confirmedin this highly relativisticproblemto be a sensitive indicator of the global numerical accuracy.

6

fromtheordinary
Poisson
equation
for•, solving
thenthe
equation
involving
(OrU-V•) andthusfixingU whilein

Conclusion

We have presentedthe application of spectral methods

a last stepW canbe determined
as a quantitydepending to severalproblemsof numericalrelativity. In each case

on V• and U. Note that $e doesnot appear in the source they proved to be a highly valuable tool which lead to
terms of the final equations.This is due to the constraint results typically severalorders of magnitude more accurate than correspondingcodes based on finite difference
equation•.$ = 0 removingonedegreeof freedom.
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schemes.
Especially
in spherical-like
coordinates
the advantagesof a spectralmethodwhich allowsa rigorous
treatmentof the associated
regularityconditions,whileimprovingthe efficiencyof the codeat the sametime, are re-
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[9] S. Bonazzola,J.A. Marck, Three-dimensionalgas
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markable.
Particularly
important
properties
forourprob- [10]E.
lemsarethe negligiblenumericalviscosityin temporalevolution schemes
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in the time-dependenceof evolvedvariablesas observed
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